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By Kent Beck

Pearson Education (US), United States, 2007. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 230 x 176 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Kent is a master at creating code that communicates well, is
easy to understand, and is a pleasure to read. Every chapter of this book contains excellent
explanations and insights into the smaller but important decisions we continuously have to make
when creating quality code and classes. -Erich Gamma, IBM Distinguished Engineer Many teams
have a master developer who makes a rapid stream of good decisions all day long. Their code is
easy to understand, quick to modify, and feels safe and comfortable to work with. If you ask how
they thought to write something the way they did, they always have a good reason. This book will
help you become the master developer on your team. The breadth and depth of topics will engage
veteran programmers, who will pick up new tricks and improve on old habits, while the clarity
makes it accessible to even novice developers. -Russ Rufer, Silicon Valley Patterns Group Many
people don t realize how readable code can be and how valuable that readability is. Kent has
taught me so much, I m glad this...
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ReviewsReviews

Simply no words and phrases to spell out. it was writtern extremely perfectly and useful. I am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of looking at a
composed publication.
-- Prof. Maudie Ziemann-- Prof. Maudie Ziemann

Completely essential read through publication. It normally does not expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you
begin to read the book.
-- Morris Cruickshank-- Morris Cruickshank
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